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-----DAVID MALAMENT·-----

Observatimw,lly 

Indistinguishable Space-times 

In his pap er "Ind istinguishable Space-times and the Fundamental 
Croup" 1 Clark Glymour poses a criterion for the ob se1vational indistin
guishability of space-time models and presents two sets of examples from 
the subclass of Robertson-Walker models. The underlying id ea is quite 
intuitive. 

In some space-time models studied in relativity theory any particular 
observer can receive signals from, and hence directly acquire information 
about, only a limited region of space-time. This happens, for instance, in a 
rapidly expanding universe in which galaxies that might try to signal one 
anothe r are actually receding from one anothe r at velocities approaching 
that of light. It may turn out in these cases that the information from that 
limited region of space-time which any one obse1ver can have access to is 
.. ompatible with quite diffe rent overall space-time st1Uctures. Two space-
1 imes are obse1vationally indistinguishable under C lymour's criterion if, 
fc ff p recisely these reasons, no obse1ver in either space-time would have 
~rounds for deciding which of the two, if either, was his. No ob server 
would be able to discriminate obse1vationally between the two even ifhe 
did nothing bu t sit and record signals beamed at him from all directions aU 
, lay long, even if the signals themselves coded aU the spatio-temporal 
i11formation that the sender had to offer, and even if the observer lived 
..tcrnally. 

Glymour is proposing a reason why the spatio-temporal st1Ucture of the 
1111iverse migh t be underdetermined by all observational data that we 
rn 11 Id eve r, even jus t in p rincip le, obtain. Some claims of un
.1,·rdctermination in science are of a ve1y general sort, to the effect that no 
l111dy of evid1·nce will eve1· force a particular scientifi c hypothesis upon us 

NHTE: Most of llw idt•as in I his papt•r ;1 rost· in cmwt·rsalion wilh Robert Ceroch nnd Clark 
I :l)'111 n11r . I l rnvt• uni IH'sil:tlt•tl to i11l·oq •ornlt· their 11111ny t·o11l ri11 11tions. I ;.tm grateful to 
1111111 . 
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if only we a re prepared to make sufficiently sweeping revisions in relevant 
theory. Along these lines one might argue, and some have argued, that 
we can always ascribe more than one topology to space-time if we are 
imaginative in the invocation of phantom effects such as the duplication of 
all events at a distance. Such a claim may or may not be ilTefutable. But it 
is ce1tainly quite differnnt from the claim that we have a choice in the 
ascliption of topology even without giving up any of our trostiest theories. 
This is the possibility that Glymou1: is suggesting, if only tentatively. He 
makes no argument to the effect that the space-time structure of our 
universe, i.e., the real one, is in fact one of a pair of observationally 
indistinguishable space-times. The point is rathe r that if it were an ele
ment of such a pair, the n it would be underdetermined by all observa
tional evidence. We would then be unable to determine its global st ruc
ture even if we adamantly insisted on holding on to our best theolies and 
exploiting them fu lly in the atte mpt. 

Rathe r than comment on the details ofGlymou r's p roofs, I want to try to 
make the geometric ideas in his paper more perspicuous by considering 
several very simple, easily visualized examples of obse1vationally indis
tinguishable space-times in two and three dimensions. In doing so I shall 
establish a few simple results concerning the invariance of global prop
erties of space-times under the relation of observational indistinguishabil
ity. I shall also discuss several other relations concerning observational 
indistinguishability, some weaker and some stronger. The upshot of my 
remarks will be that the cosmologist's predicament is even worse than one 
thought at first. Obse1vational underdetermination of one sort or anothe r 
is more the rule than the exception. 

Let me firs t rehearse a few definitions.' An n-dimensional space-time 
(for n ;;. 2) is taken to be a connected, s~ooth, n-dimensional diffe renti
able manifold (without boundary), endowed with a smooth , nondegener
ate pseudo-Riemannian metric of Lorentz signature ( +, - , . . . , -). 
The metric associates with each poin t a light cone (in the tangent space at 
that point). It is assumed that space-times are temporally oriented , i.e., 
that they are further endowed with a continuous, nonvanishing vector 
field which assigns a time like vector to every point. Tlw vector Reid 
d istinguishes a "fu ture lobe" in the li11:ht cone at each poi nt. 

Given two points x and !/. w1· say y is to tlw ti11wlik1• f 11t1m• of x aod 
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write :r << y if there is a piecewise smooth curve from x to y whose 
tangent vector (or vectors) at each point lies inside the future lobe of the 
light cone at that point-in short, if there is a f uture-directed timelike 
curoe from :r toy. If in the definition tangent vectors are permitted to be 
on the boundary as well as in the interior of the light cone, y is said to be 
the causal future of x, and we write x < y. In this case the connecting 
curve is called a fu ture-directed ccwsal curve. The r elation :r <.Y is usually 
inte rpreted to mean that it is possible for a signal to travel from x to y; 
x < < y is interpreted to mean that it is possible for a heavier than light 
particle to make the t rip. Associated with each relation is its respective 
past and future sets: r (z) = {y: y << z}, 1+(z) = {y: z << y}. r (z) = {y: 
y < z}, and r (z) = {y: z < y} . The 1 sets are open (in the space-time 
manifold topology) and al'e for this reason somewhat easier to work with 
than the J sets, which are in general neither open nor closed. The set 1-(z) 
is called the observational past of z; it consists of those points in space
tim e which can possibly send a (slower-than-ligh t) signal to z. 

We can associate with each observer his space-time trajectory or cosmic 
world-line which is itself, necessarily, a future-directe d timelike cu1ve. If 
"is such a world-line, the observational past of CT is just the union: 1- [CT] 
= U {1-(x): x e CT}. The idea that an observer live ~eternally" is captured 
in the condition that his associated world-line bef11t11re-ine:rtendible, i.e., 
I hat as a cmve in the space-time manifold , it be extended as far as possible 
i11to the future. Such cu1ves, by definition, have no "futu re e nd point." 3 

That an obse1ver have lived eternally could be cap tu red, symmetrical ly, 
i11 the condition that his world-line be past inextendible. But as far as 
1·apacity for obse1v ation is concerned, no advantage comes through this 
ki11d of longevity. If x and y are successive points on a world-line, then 
1 < < y and 1-(x) C r- (y) by the transitivity of the relation < <. 

We now have all the components for Glymour's definition of observa
'" 111al indist inguishability: 

I >1:/i11ilio11: Two space-times M and M' are observatiorially inclistinguisha
/1/1· ii' fin· every future-directed, future-inextend ible , timelike cuive CT in 
M 1l11·n · is a cu1ve CT' of the same type in M ' such that 1- [CT] and I- [CT'] are 
1,111111 ·tric; trnd, correspondingly, with the roles of M and M' inter-
1 -lu111~1 ·d . 

'l' llO· l'Olldition that r Ju I he isometric to r-Ju'] formalizes the condHion 
111111 Il l<' p11rti11 11 of M which 11 can possihly sec over the course of his 
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eternal lifetime is, .. space-time-wise," identical with that portion of M ' 
which u' can possibly see over the course of his lifetime. The definition is 
mathematically well formed since both 1-[u ] and r [u '] are pseudo
Riemannian manifolds (without boundary) in their own right. 

The simplest example of a space-time which admits no obseivationally 
indistinguishable counterpart is Minkowski space-time. Here the obser
vational past of every future-inextendible timelike cu1ve u is the entire 
manifold; equivalently, Bnd(1-[u ]) = <f>. The set Bnd(r[u]), the boundary 
of 1-[u ], may be termed the observational horizon of u (the expression 
"event horizon" is more common). 

One need not look far to find a space-time in which all obse1vers have 
obse1vational horizons. The light cones in Minkowski space-time are all 
fixed at 45°. Consider the two-dimensional plane in standard t, :r coordi
nates with a metric whose associated light cones, while situated at 45° for 
t = O, rapidly narrow to the ve rtical as t increases in absolute value. For 
example, although others would se1ve just as well , let the metric be d.s2 = 
dt' - (cosh2t) dx2• (Recall that cosh t = ~(e1 + e-')). Because the cones 
collapse, null geodesics (trajectories of light rays) will be confined to a 
region of space-time of bounded :r-width (see Figure 1). For the pa1ticular 
metric cited, they will be confined to a region of x-width 7T. Corre
spondingly, the obseivational past of every future-inextendible timelike 
cuive will be confined to a region of r-width 27T. 

Null geodesics Bnd (r[u] ) 

x 

i.--27f-i 

Fiµ,11,.e l . The covering space of two-dimensional De Sitter spac:c·timc. i.e .. tht.• t . . t 
plane with metric ds 2 = dt2 - {cosh2t)c/x2. Light cones narrow mpidly to tlw vt•rtilo1I 
as It I -+ -:io. Every future-extendible timelike c:orve u has an ohservatimml horlZ4Ul of 
.r-width 21T. Two-dimensional De Sitter space-tim~ arises hy identifyin~ all 1>oi11ts (t. 
x + 2n1f) for integers n. By introdudnj( coordhwtcs I • sinh t. i = (t·osh t) (t·os x), !i • 
(cosh t) (sin x). 1t assumes the familhlr form of :1 hyvnfH1luid of om· slit•t•t - f" -+ i' -i 
Y' • J in R' with metric tis' • -1/f 1 + tli 1 i tlij''. 
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Now let M be the two-dimensional space-time just described. Let M ' 
be the result of cutting a vertical strip in M of r -width 27T and identifying 
opposite sides. It is clear that M and M ' must be obseivationally indistin
guishable from one another. Since no observer in either M or M ' can see 
beyond his 27T horizons, none will be able to determine which of the two, 
if e ither, is his. (Incidentally, M' is the two-dimensional version of De 
Sitte r space-time.) 

This first example exhibits the general features of Glymour's construc
tion. He considers a subclass of space-times which he calls standard. 
These, like Mand M', are manifolds topologically of form RX V carrying 
Robertson-Walker metrics d.s2 = dt2 - R(t)2du2, where du• is a smooth, 
complete Riemannian metric of constant curvature on Vandis independ
ent of I. Within the class he finds space-times R X V which admit nice 
families of isometries, and forms new space-times R X V' by taking quo
tient manifolds under them. The essential requirement on the isometries 
is that they move points sufficiently far so that the observational past of 
every point is disjoint from the observational pasts of all of its image 
points. In the present example V is R, V' is S 1, and the isometry in 
question is just the translation: (t , r) -+ (t, r + 27r). 

All the examples of observationally indistinguishable space-time pairs 
which Glymour generatt:.; with this construction are such that either one 
is a covering space of the other or they share a common covering space. 
But examples can easily be given in which this is not the case. The 
h11ilding blocks for one are vertical slabs of two types, A and 8, both cut 
from the plane. In standard I, :r coordinates, both may be taken to be the 
"'t {(I, r): 0 < r < 27T}. Slabs A will carry the De Sitter metric from the 
first example: d.s2 = dt 2 

- (cosh 2 t) d:r2. Slabs B will carry the metric d.s2 = 

dt' - (cosh2 t ) (1 + x(27T - x)) d:r'. This metric shares the property that its 
'"sociated light cones collapse to the vertical as t increases in absolute 
value. It approaches the mehi c of A smoothly along its borders so that 
wlu·n the two slabs are glued together (with an appropriate common 
l 11 11111dary line inserted), the resulting double slab ca1,-ies a smooth met-
11". The B metric also has an extra wiggle facto r inserted which further 
11111Tows and the n restores the cones in moving from x = 0 to x = 27T fo r 
1111y li x1~ I value of I. One could equally well use any other smooth wiggle 
l11d11r. Tiu· poi nt is simply to distinl(uish the two slabs metrically. 

Now Wt' form span·-timrs Mand M ' hy takinl( two nonisomorphic -w 
I '" S<'<tll<'ll<•·s of A aml II slahs and i:luinl( tlwm tol(c ther. One such 
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sequence might be ... ABABBA .... Any sequences will do if at 
least one token of each slab type occurs in each. The observational past of 
any observer in either Mor M' will be restricted to an A slab, a B slab, or 
an AB or BA double slab (see Figure 2). In each case, his observational 
past is compatible with both space-time structures. Hence M and M' are 
observationally indistinguishable. But by our initial choice of sequences, 
they are not isometric. As they stand, Mand M' are homeomorphic (i. e., 
they have the same topology, that of the Euclidean plane). But with a 
simple variation on the slab theme we could distinguish M and M' topo
logically as well. We would need to distinguish only the component A 

and B slabs topologically. 
Next l want to consider the condition of "observational indistinguisha

bility after finite time." As Glymour's definition is formulated, space-times 
can be observationally distinguishable from each other without an ob
server in eithe r one necessarily being able to distinguish between them 
at anytime during the course of his life. It is sufficient that the composite, 
lifelong, integrated knowledge of one observer distinguish between them. 
A weaker condition of observational indistinguishability which Glymour 
considers insists that observational distinction between space-times be 
made within the lifetime of some observer. 

Definition: Two space-times Mand M' are observationally indistinguisha
ble after finite time if for every point :r in M the re is a point :r' in M' such 
that 1- (:r) and 1-(:r') are isometric; and, correspondingly, with the roles of 
M and M' are interchanged. 

This seems the more natural way to formulate the condition. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

··· : B 
I 
I 
I 

M 

I 
I 
I 
I B , • •• 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

•• • I A 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

A : ••• 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fl~ure 2. Mand M ' nrc ohscrvat ionnlly i ndis li11~11 ish:1hl1 -. uhhm1~h tlu.·y do uni s lmn· 
a common (mclrit:• prcscrvi11~ c.-cw 1•1in~ spllt't'. Thr olisrrv:1ti11 11al 1m"il of 11 typinil 
oh~c-rvc •r In M is inclic-:itrcl t n~1·thn wilh lib 1·011111np:u1 i11 M ' , 

OBSERVATIONALLY INOISTINCUISRABLE SPACE-TIMES 

The two notions of observational indistinguishability are certainly not 
equivalent. Consider, for example, simple two-dimensional Minkowski 
space-time and " truncated" Minkowski space-time consisting of that por
tion of the former below the :r-axis. The observational pasts of all points in 
both space-times are isometric, so the two are certainly observationally 
indistinguishable after finite time. But they are not observationally indis
tinguishable. As noted above, Minkowski space-time has no observa
tionally indistinguishable counterpart. 

There seems to be something rathe r unsatisfactory about truncated 
Minkowski space-time. Perhaps it violates our sense that the universe 
should satisfy what Leibniz called the "principle of plenitude." However 
compelling the metaphysics, a condition of ine:rtendibility is often im
posed on space-times. It is the condition that it not be possible to embed 
the space-time isometrically in another without the two being isometric. 
Clearly truncated Minkowski space-time is extendible. 

If we restrict our attention to inextendible space-times, then it becomes 
more difficult to show that space-time pairs can be obse1vationally indis
tinguishable after finite time while not observationally indistinguishable. 
In fact, as Glymour points out, within the class of inextendible standard 
.•pace-times the two conditions are equivalent. But if standardness is not 
also demanded, examples showing the difference in strength are still 
available. 

One such is found by elaborating the slab construction from the second 
<«ample. Consider this time vertical "half slabs" of two types, A and B. 
Each is respectively that portion of its earlier counterpart falling beneath 
the x-axis. Let S be the set of all finite sequences of A and B slabs and 
.. unsider -w + w sequences in S. i.e., sequences of the form 
... S _,s _,s ~ +.S +> ... , which include all elements of S. Take two, 
i11 particular, which are distinct in the sense that their underlying com
posite sequences of A's and B's are not isomorphic. Glue all these slabs 
lo).(cthe r nicely and finally glue to both of them "on top" the upper half of 
lwo-dimensional Minkowski space-time. The resulting mosaics- are in-
1•x h·11dible spac.'C-times (see Figul'e 3). Given any point in eithe r Mor M', 
its ohservation<J past intersects with only finitely many adjacent slabs and so 
h11s an isometric counte rpart in the other space-time. Thus Mand M ' are 
ohs1·1vationally indistin!{uislrnble after llnite time. But any future-inex
l1•1111ihl1· timclikP curve in eithc l' space-time will include in its observa-
111111111 past tlw enlirt• 111anili1ld: h1·11c.'C it wil l incl11d1• the entire finite 
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upper half of 
Minkowski 
space-time 

--~"T r-1 r-,-..,. - 1=0 
I I I I I I I 

•• • :A:s:A:A:A:a: ... 

I 

L )(t=O 
I I I I I I I 

)( 

FiJ,!ure 3. M and M ' are observationally indistinguishable after finite time, but not 
observationally indistinguishable. The observational past of a typical point :r in M is 
indicated together with its counterpart r' in M •. 

sequence of A and 8 slabs which, by our initial choice, finds no isometric 
counterpart in tbe other space-time. Thus M and M' are not observa
tionally indistinguishable. 

In one sense, even the condition of obse1vational indistingwshability 
afier finite time is overly s tringent. Suppose we have two space-times M 
and M', and suppose for every point ;r in M there is a corresponding point 
x' in M ' such that 1-(x) and 1-(x') are isometric. Then no obse1ver in Mat 
any point in his life will be in a position to determine which of the two 
space-times, if either, is his. Yet M and M ' need not necessarily be 
obse1vationally indistinguishable after finite time because there might be 
an obse1ver in M' who could at some time distinguish between the m. 

As far as the e pistemological situation of the M-obse1ve r is concerned, 
it makes no difference what the M'-observer can or cannot determine. 
For this reason it is worth conside1ing a new condition of observational 
indistinguishability which, unlike the fi rst two, is not symmetric. 

Definition: lf M and. M' are space-t imes, M is weakly observationally 
ilUlistlnguislwble from M ' if for every point x in M there is a point x' in M' 

such that 1- (x) and 1-(x) are isometric. 

Quite trivially, M can be weakly obse1vationally indistinguislwhle from 
M ' without the two being observationally indistinguishnhle afier finill' 
time. For example, take M as in the very first examplt~tl1e• I .. 1· plant· 
with metric d.s2 = dt' - (cosh2 t) dx2

; and take M ' to be d tlwr """ of" tlw 
two space-times in the SCC.•)lld t•x:unp)<'. t) IC' <lll<'S hu ilt ro'l llll vc•rtic·a) /\ :11ul 
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8 slabs. The obse1vational past of every point in M , indeed the observa
tional past of every futu re inextendible timelike cuive in M , finds an 
isometric counterpart in any of the A slabs of M'. But obviously no ob
se1ver in M ' who ever catches a glimpse of the 8 portion of his space-time 
could think himself to be in M. 

This third notion of observa tional indistinguishability seems a 
straightfo1ward rendering of conditions under which observers could not 
determine the spatio-temporal structure of the universe. Yet, and this is 
what is most interesting, the condition of weak observational indistin
)!uishability is so widespread in the class of space-times as to be of 
<'pidemic proportions. 

There are some space-times that are not weakly indistinguishable from 
any other. These include space-times M. in which the observational past of 
'ome point is the entire manifold, i.e., 1-(r) = M for some x. The simplest 
' "ch example is two-dimensional Minkowski space-time "rolled up" along 
lhc I-axis (i.e., for some k > 0, the points (t , x) and (t + nk, x) are 
id1·ntified for all integers 11). A more interesting example is GOdel space-
1i111e. But only these quite bizarre space-times seem to escape having 
"""nterparts from which they are weakly obse1vationally indistinguisha-
1.11·. (There is a theorem lurking here.) 

I.et me give a geometrically intuitive argument sketch which, while 
l:illing short of a proof, suggests why this should be so. To keep things 
,i1111ile, let us restrict attention (much more than we have to) to space
l11111·s that are decent in their "causal structu re" and have no closed or 
.1l111osl closed future-directed timelike curves. To be specific, le t us con
,,. f,·r only "strongly causal" space-times.' 

I .t'! M be one such space-time and let {x;} be a countable sequence of 
p11i11ls in M , the union of whose observational pasts covers all ofM, i.e. , 
1 I (/ (x1)} = M. • Using a "clothesline construction" we can string 
11111 lht'S(' r (x1) with appropriate ly chosen "space-time filler" to form 

" ""w space-time M '. (The causality assumption here disallows the pos
"l.i lil y or the r (x1) folding back on themselves.) In other words, we 
• " " find a spacc-tiine M' in which all the l-(x1) can be isometrically em
f ,..ofd1'1I. The spac<•-tim<• Aller with which M ' is constructed can be chosen 
•111111· arhitrarily. s11hjt·cl only to the constraint, of course, that it be 
"'"""tlo Oil th1· ho1111daries or the 1-(x,). Exercising this freedom we can so 
' ' "" '"' thc· lillc·r as lo )!11:11,.nlt•t· that M' not he isometric to M. But clearly 
I/ 11111s t h .. \vt'akly ohs1·1v:1ti1m11lly i11distini.,•11ishahlc from M '. Any point 
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x EM will be in some 1-(xJ. Since r-(x)c 1-(xi), r (x) will find an isomet
tric counterpart in the 1-(x J portion of the clothesline. 

M' as it s tands suffers from being (very) exte ndible. But it follows from 
an argument of Robert Geroch 6 that every space-time has an inextendible 

extension. We can choose one for M ', say M", and we have e nough 
freedom in doing so to ensure that M" not be isometric to M . At least if M 
is itse lf inextendible, the 1- (x1) excised from it will remain unaffected by 

the extension from M ' to M". So for every point x e M, 1-(x) will still find 
an isometric counterpart in M ". 

11 Space -time filler /1 

[ -----------~-- ---------- --,>..-;:--- - -- - -," ,------- - --,'\--- - J 
/ \ I \ f I 

I \ I \ I 1 

• • • • I - l' I ' I I 
/ I ( Xz > I r ( x 0) ' I \ 

/ 1"' \ I \ 
/ \ / \ 
~ 1rlx1) , 

Fi#!rm• ./. "'Clothesline construction"' by which a s~-time is formed in which all the 
past observation sets 1- (x1) can he isomehically embedded. 

This argument sketch shows that every strnngly causal space-time is 
weakly observationally indistinguishable from some other space-time, and 

that if the first is inexte ndible , the second may be tal<en to be inextendible 

as well. If greater care is exercised in hanging the cloth esline used in the 
construction, the argument goes through under much weal<er '"causality" 
assumptions. Indeed , it is sufficient that for some point x, 1-(x) 'f" M . 

II 

To get a better feeling for the three observational indistinguishability 

relations it will help to cons ider several global properties of space-times 

and see whether any are prese1ved under them, i. e., whether it is the 
case that given two space-times, the first observationa lly indistin~uishable 

(respectively observationally indistinguishable after fi nite t ime, wenkly 

observationally indistinguishable) from the scconc!. t he property ohtains 
in the first space-tim e only if it obtains in thl' S('L'!lld . Tht' 'flll'Stion is or 
inte rest because even in th<• JH1·s1·111•t• 01' 11hsr·rv11 lio1111I i111lisling11ishalrilil y 
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the re is the possibility that an observer can make some determinations 

concerning the global spatio-temporal structu re of the universe and so at 
least de limit the range of open choices. 

The accompanying tabu lation lists a sampling of commonly s tudied 

global properties and indicates their invariance under the three relations. 
The arrows indicate, of course, that if a p roperty is not preserved under a 
s trong sense of observational indistinguishabiJity, it is not preserved 

under weaker senses (and correspondingly when it is prese1ved). Coun
terexamples for (1)-{5) and (8) are appended. The other causality prop

t"rties are of some special interest because, as indicated in the table, they 
diverge from their respective negations when it comes to prese1vation 
under weak obse1vational indistinguishability. 

Property 
I. temporal orie ntability 
:l. spatial 01ientabili ty 
:1. ori entability 

I. inextendibility 
!i. noncompactness 

ti. t'wsality 
noncausality 

7. strong causality 

nonstrong causality 

.'!. 1·xiste nce of a global 
l ime function 

! I . c·xistence of a Cauchy surface 

11onexistence of a Cauchy 
surface 

0 1? 
0 1 after 

finite time? 
Weak 

OI? 
No-------------------------------+ 

0 --------------------------------

No--------------------------------> 
No----------------------------------
No---------------------------------
<-------Yes No 
...... - --------- ----------------------Yes 
<- ---------Yes No 
...... -------------------------------Yes 
No-----------------------> 

<- ---------Yes No 

<- -------------------------------Yes 

C:tt11s1dity is the <.'Ondition that there not be a closed, future-directed 

•·111 "al t·r11ve. If causality is violated in a space-time M , the entire violating 

• "'"''' ' will he in the ohse1vational past of some point x-any point, in fact, 
wloic·l1 lit·s to the lirt ure of some point on the curve. If now 1-(x) is isomet-

111· lo I (x ') Ii,,. some point x' in a space-time M ', the image of the closed 

• ""'' ' 11r11lc·r 1111· isonwlry will itself be a closed curve in 1·(x'). It follows 
11 1111 111111t'a11sality is preserved under weak observational indistinguishabil-
11 I' 1111d m11sali1y is prc•s1•rvl'd 1111dc·r· ohsl'rvational indistinguishability 

11 ll1·r fi11ilr· lime· (lry 11 ... sy11r111C'lry or lh t• n·lali1111). 
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On the other hand, the following simple example shows why there 
must be a 'No' in the third column of line 6 in the table. Take M to be 
two-dimensional Minkowski space-time. Construct M' by first cutting two 
slitsinM,sayA = {(t , :r):t = 0&0 E;:r'5i l} andB = {(t,:r): t =1 &0'5i:r 
"" l} , and then identifying the lower edge of s lit B , excluding the corner 
points (l , 0) and (1, l ), with the upper edge of slit A, excluding (0, 0) and 
(0, l ). (See Figure 5.) Mis certainly weakly obse1vationally indistinguish
able from M' since every point :r in M has as an obse1vationally indis tin
guishable counterpart every point :r' in M ' lying, say, beneath sli t A. But 
causality is badly violated in M '; one sample closed timelike curve is 
indicated in the figure. M' as it stands is extendible , but it can be 
rendered inextendible by further identifying the upper edge of slit B with 
the lower edge of sli t A, again excluding corner points. In a sense the 
points (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, l) are "missing," but there is no way 
they can be replaced to extend M '. 

M M' 

t II 

Lx 
o--- -

x : \u delele 

o.----o 

Figure 5. Mis weakly observationally indis tinguishable from M ' although M' is not 
causal (u is a sample closed causal curve). The lower edge of slit B Is identified wilh 
the upper edge of slit A and the upper edge of slit B is identified with the lower edge 
of slit A (excluding e nd points). M' is inextcndible. 

The situation seems to be this: if causality is violated in a space-time, 
some observer will know about it; if on the other hand it is not violated, no 
observer will ever know for sure one way or the other. This does not 
follow from the one example, but it could be established with another 
clothesHne constiuction . In addition to the other space-time segments 
r(x1) , an additional causality-violating segment would have to he added to 
the line. 

With respect to preservation under tlit· diffcn·nt nntiuus of ohseova
tional indistinguishahility. stron~ mmality is q uih· si111ilar In c:uosalit y. 
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The claims made in the table are ve1ified along the lines just indicated . 
The condition that there exist a Cauchy surface is a bit different. 

If M is a space-time, a set S C M is a Cauchy surface if S is achronal 
(i.e., for no points x and yin Sis x << y) and if for every point z in M, 
every (past- and future-) inextendible timelike curve through z intersects 
S. For example, the surfaces t = constant are Cauchy in Minkowski 
space-time. A simple example of a space-time that does not admit any 
Cauchy surface is (the covering space of) the two-dime nsional version of 
anti-De Sitte r space-time. It can be represented as the t, x plane with 
metric ds' = dt' - (cosh- 2 x) dx2. At x = 0 the metric reduces to Min
kowski form and the associated null cones are at 45°. But as :r increases in 
absolute value, the cones Aatten and approach the horizontal asymptoti
e1lly. (See Figure 6.) In contrast, rememb~r that with the De Sitter 
mct1ic (i.e ., ds 2 = dt 2 - (cosh2 t) c1x z-i the cones narrowed to the vertical as 
I increased in absolute value. No surface t = constant will be Cauchy in 
anti-De Sitter space-time because the re are inextendible cmves through 
many points which "come in from or go out lo spatial infinity" without 
hitting the surface. The same is in fact true of all achronal sets. 

The condition that there exist a Cauchy surfac.-e is of great interest 
i. .. cause of its usual interpre tation as a condition of Laplacian dete rminism 
and the possibility of cosmic prediction. 7 If a set is Cauch y, no signal 
propagating causal inffuence can reach any point in space-time without 
that signal registe1ing itself, before or after, on the set. In the absence of 
"l<'h a set-in anti-De Sitter space-time, for example-causal inffuence 
1·a11 "come in from infinity" without regist ration. For this reason even a 

----

x x 
cchroncl set I ' cons tent 

l· il-!1111• fL Tiu- c._11\'t·ri11J.! 'i>:U't' 11flwo-diml'nsiom1! an li·De Sitter space.time, f.e. , the 
1, 1 11111111' with m1·t1it· d.,.z df 2 - (<·osh - 2x) 1/xt. which admits no Cauchy surface. 
IJJ.tlit t 'OIU'' rnpitlly ll.1t11•11 lo tlu· liurizonal a-. lxl ~ oc, An inextendible timclike 
• 111' , . ,, ru111i11)! iu fru111 :nul )!t1i11)! ttnl to .. i11fi11it)i'' 1 .. inclirnl t.-c:1 ~1lon~ with a sample 
1 ... 111 .. 1.1111-.lir1·wl1 wl11t fo1l .. 111l1il . 
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complete specification of"initial data" on at =constant surface in anti-De 
Sitter space-time will not uniquely determine past and future spatio
temporal evolution. 

It turns out that the existence of a Cauchy surface is equivalent to the 
condition of global Jiyperbolicity. 11 A space-time satisfies this condition if it 
is causal and if for all points x and y. the setj+(x) nr(y) is either empty or 
compact. (Note that this is not true in anti-De Sitter space-time.) Now 
suppose Mis weakly observationally indistinguishable from M' and M fai ls 
to be globally hyperbolic. lf causality fails in M then, as we know, it must 
fail in M' too. Suppose then that for somex, yin M, j+(x) nr(y) is neither 
empty nor compact. Suppose further that z is some point to the future of 
y, i.e. , y << z. Then j+(x)n _ r(y) is contained in 1-(z). (Fact: w < y & 
y << z-+ w << z). If z' is in M ' and</>: r (z) -+ 1- (z') is an isometry, then 
j+[</>(x)] nr[<J>(y)] = <J>[!+(x) nr(y)] will bea set in M' neithe r empty nor 
compact. Hence M' is not globally hyperbolic. Thus the nonexistence of a 
Cauchy surface is preserved under weak observational indistinguishabil
ity. (The same argument , of course, establishes that the e_xistence of a 
Cauchy surface is preserved under observational indistinguishability after 
finite time.) 

The following example shows, in contrast, that the existe nce of a 
Cauchy surface is not necessarily preserved under weak observational 
indistinguishability. Once again take M to be two-dimensional Minkowski 
space-time. For M' we in effect glue together the lower half of M with the 
upper half of two-dime nsional anti-De Sitter space-time. More spe
cillcally, M' is the t , x plane with the metric ds2 = dt" - dx2 in the region 
t .;; 0, and the metricds2 = dt' - (cosh-'x) dx' in the region t ;;> l. For the 
buffer strip 0 < t < I choose any metric whatsoever that smoothly con
nects the other two. M' is clearly an inextendible space-time without a 
Cauchy surface. Equally clearly, however, M is weakly obse1vationally 
indistinguishable from M' . Every point in M has as a counterpart every 
point in M' with coordinate t .;; 0. 

The comments made before about causality can now be paraphmsed. In 
particular, it seems that if a space-time has a Cauchy su1fac~. none of its 
native observers will ever know for sure whether it does or not! 

III 

The predicament of the cosmologist attemptini: to d<•tennint• tlot· )(lnhal 
space-time strncturc of his univ<·rs .. has h1·<·n <·ast as a s<•rious 0111'. I low-
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ever , an objection could be made. It is important and should be consid
ered. The notion of weak obse1vational indistinguishability was intro
duced on the suggestion that Glymour' s two conditions are unnecessarily 
slli ngent. According to the objection they are not s tringent enough. 

The diffe rent conditions of observational indistinguishability are posed 
solely in terms of spatio-temporal structure. They do not mention the 
things and processes which populate space-time. But, the objection runs, 
two cosmological models are only truly observationally indistinguishable 
if neither underlying space-time structure nor its contents (stars, galaxies, 
hackground radiation, or whatever) distinguish them to any observer. 

In response, the several definitions of obse1vational indistinguishability 
•·an be extended in a s traightfo1ward way to include the physical goings
on within space-time. Let us suppose that the fundamental furniture of 
the universe consists of a number of matter-fields (e.g., an electromag
netic field) which are mathematically represented by tensor fields defined 
on the underlying space-time manifold , and whose dynamical his tories are 
l'llnstrained by (pa1tial differential) Seid equations. This is no more than 
the framework within which relativity is in fact studied . In this context, a 
1·osmological model may be construed as an ordered (n+l) tuple (M . 
1: , . .. . , F.) whose first e lement is a space-time and whose remaining 
1·l1·ments are tensor fields of the appropriate type on M, satisfying appro
priate Seid equations. We say that two cosmological models (M, 
F, .. . . , F.) and (M', F ',. ... , F'.) are observationally indistin
g11i.vlwble in any of the three senses defined if M and M' are observa-
1 ionally indistinguishable in t!1at sense and if the isometries between past 
11hs,.1vational sets called for in the definitions also preserve the values of 
11 ·,pective matter fields , i.e., for any such isometry </>, </>.(F1) = F '1 for i = 
I .. .. , n . 

1 n reply to the present objection it can now be argued that observa
l 11111al indistinguishability between cosmological models, if not in the nar-
11 1w .. r sense between space-times, really is a suffi cient condition for the 
· ·•npirical underdetennination of space-l'ime structure. The reply seems a 
, t n111)( one. If one accepts the idealization of a cosmological model in the 
ll"t place, then specification of the values of the valious matter fields in a 
11·)(i1111 of' space-t ime complete ly specifi es what the re is to be obse1ved
l 11 ... kgrm111d radiation , quasars, or whatever. If, for example, the cos-
11111l11)(kal model (M . F,. . F.) is weakly observationally indistin-
1-11ilsh11hl1· l'rom (M' " F ' " ... , F'. ). tlwn nothing any ohserver in the 
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first model could "see" at any time in his life, no matter how discerning his 
insttuments, would ever distinguish between the two models. It seems 
clear, too, that no physical theory such as any observer could ever ex
trapolate from the matter-fields as he sees them could possibly cut the ice 
between them. To the extent that he is entitled to adopt the would-be 
ice-cutting theory, so is hfa observational counterpart. By the very defini
tion of weak observational indistinguishability it would seem that any 
theory supported by the observational evidence available to any one ob
server in (M, F ., ... , F,) would have to be neutral, as between two 
cosmological models. 

Suppose we grant now that obse1vational indistinguishability between 
cosmological models (in any of the three senses) is a sufficient cond ition 
for the empidcal underdetem1ination of space-time structure. There re
mains the question of existence. Suppose {M , F ., .. . , F,) is a cos
mological model and that M as a space-time is obse1vationaUy indistin
guishable (in one of the senses) from some other space-time. We can ask 
whether there necessadly exists a cosmological model {M ' , F'., . . . , 
F'. ) which is observationally indistinguishable (in the same sense) from 
(M , F 1, ••• , F 0). At least with respect to the sense of weak observa
tional indistinguishability the answer seems to be clearly yes! The same 
clothesline consttuction that se1ved to generate space-times can be used 
to generate cosmological models as well. Instead of linking the space
times 1-(x1) we link the cosmological models 

(1-(x1) , F,, , ... , F., ), 
/ - tr,> 1- t.z,» 

connecting them with space-time and matter-fields fill e r. 
The cosmologist's epistemological predicament, it thus appears, is not at 

aU relieved by bringing into the picture the matter-fields that populate 
space-time. 

Appendix 

Counte rexamples (see tabulation page 71) 

{l) Spatio-temporal orientability conditions are not prese1ved under ob
se1vational indistinguishability. 

Definition: A space-time is: 
(a) temporally orientable if it admits a continuous, nonvanishing 

timelike vector field; 
(b) spatially orientable if it admits three (or in general 11 - I) <.rn1ti1111-
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ous spacelike vector fields whose vectors are at every point linearly 
independent; 

(c) orientable if it is both temporally and spatiaUy orientable, or 
neither . 

For {a), take M to be the covering space of two-dimensional De 
Sitter space-time (Figure 1) and form M' by firs t cutting a vertical strip 
of width 27r in M, twisting, and then identifying opposite sides. M ' is 
topologically a Mobius strip. M and M ' are observationally indistin
guishable, but only Mis temporally 01ientable (see figure).9 

M M' 
ds~dl2-(cosh2 1) dx2 i-27T---+-l 

~ 
I l~ ~ 

LxrL.: .~ 
~identify 

l+--27T--+I 

x 
x 

x 

For (b) and (c), take M to be a three-dimensional version of the 
previous M . The obseovational past of every future-inextendible cuive 
will be confined to a vertical square cylinder with sides of width 271". 
Form M ' by cutting out such a cylinder from M and then cross
idcntifying the t =constant surfaces, turning them into MObius stdps. 
M and M' are obse1vationally indistinguishable; but while M is spa
lially 01ientable and 01ientable, M' is neither (see figure). 

M M' 
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(2) The condition of inextendibility (see page 67) is not preserved under 
obseivational indistinguishability. The construction resembles that in 
Figure 5. Start with two copies of two-dimensional Minkowski space
time and excise from each the slit I = {(t , x): t = 0 & 0 .;;; x.;;; l} . Now 
identify the upper edge of each slit with the lower edge of the other 
(excluding end points). This will be M . It is inextendible. For M', 
start again with two copies of two-dimensional Minkowski space-time. 
From one cut the same slit I = {(t, x): t = 0 & 0 .;;; x .;;; l}. From the 
other cut away the closed upper half, leaving the set {(t , x): t < O}. 
Now identify the upper edge of I with a corresponding section of unH 
width from the edge of the second space-time (see figure). 

M 

delete 

o-'l.-o 
I r~i1r -l1 

~ 
delete 

M , but not M ', is inextendible. But they are observationally indistin
guishable. To see this it suffices to check the few possibilities. Any 
future-inextendible timelike curve in M will fi nd a counterpart in the "A 
section" of M'. But any future-inextendible cuive on M ' will also find a 
counte rpart in M. In particular the curve a" which runs off the edge of M' 
in its truncated portion finds a counterpart u in M which runs to the 
"hole" (0, 0). 
(3) The condition of noncompactness is not prese1ved under obseivational 

indistinguishability. 
For M we take a two-dimensional "horizontal cylinder space-time" with 

metric ds2 = (cos x) dxdt + (sin2 x) (dt 2 - dx'). At x = n7T the light cones 
are tangent to the horizontal, p ointing to the right for even n and to the 
left for odd n . At x = (n + l/2)7T the cones are at 45° to the horizontal (see 
figure). The observational past of every future-inextendible curve in M is 
confined to a region of x-width 21T. M ' is formed from M hy i<botilyini: 

7H 
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M, 
~ident ify~ 

I I I \ 

'l..V IJ v t_..1 
\ I 1 I 

M 

-TT 0 7T 27T 0 7T 27T 

points x = 2n1T. Clearly M , but not M ', is noncompact. But Mand M ' are 
obseivationally indistinguishable . 
(4) The condition that there exist a global time function is not prese1ved 

under cibseivational indjstinguishability. 

Definition: A smooth map t: M - R is a global time fun ction on the 
space-time M if for all x, yin M , x < y & x + y - t(x) < t(y). 

The condition that there exist a global time function is equivalent to tbe 
<"Oodition of"stable causality." 1° 

for M start with two-dimensional rolled up Minkowski space-time and 
!lien make excisions (as in the figure) which just prevent null geodesics, 
which are aligned at 45°, from c ircumnavigating the manifold. This 
' pace-time is causal (and strongly causal), but does not admit a global time 
f"1111ction . Any real valued function on M which increases along causal 
c·111ves will be discontinuous somewhere. 

(As it stands the space-time is extendible (we can replace the excisions). 
lln t without changing its cone structure or causal properties, we can 
n ·nder it inextendible by multiplying its metric by a conformal factor <f>2 

which appropriately goes to G<> as the slits are approached [see figure].) M ' 

Ml 

x 
M 

iden tity 
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is taken by "unrolling" M. M and M' are obseivationally indistinguishable 
since no obseivational past of any future-inextendible cuive in either 
extends beyond the excision barriers. But only M ' admits a global time 

function. 

Notes 
l. See also Clark Clymour, ''Topology, Cosmology and Convention," Synthese 24 (1972), 

195--218. 
2. A compre hensive treatment of work on the g1obal structure of (relativist.ic) space·limes 

is given in ' S. W. Hawking and C. f . R. Ellis, The Large Scale Stn1cture of Space-Time 
(Cambridge' Cambridge Univer>ity Press, 1973). See also Roger Penrose, Techniques of 
Differential Topology in Relativity (Philadelphi3' Society for Industrial and Applied Mathe
matics. 1972). More accessible than either is Robert .Geroch, "Space-Time Structure from a 
Global Viewpoint," in B. K. Sachs, ed. , General Relativity and Cosmology (New York 
Academic Press, 1971). 

3. A future end point need not be a point on the curve. The definition is this: lf M is a 
space-time, / a connected subset of R, and u: I-. Ma future-directed causal curve, a point x 
is the future end point of u if for every neighborhood 0 of x there is a t0 EI such that u(t) E 0 
for all t EI where t > t 0, i.e., u enters and remains in every neighborhood of x. 

4. A space-time is strongly causal if, g iven any point x and any neighborhood 0 of r , there 
is always a subneighborhood O' C 0 of x such that no future-directed timelike curve which 
le:we5 O' ever returns to it . 

5. A countable cover of this form can be found in any space-time M, strongly causal or not. 
Since M is without boundary, for every yin M there is an x in M such that y << x, i.e . . 
!/ • r (x). So the set {/-(x)' x < M J is an open cover of M. But M has a countable basis for its 
topology (Robert Ceroch, "Spinor Structure of Space-Times in General Relativity l."' jour
nal of Mathematical Physics 9 (1968), 1739-1744.) So by the Lindelof Theorem there is a 
countable subset of {l"(x), x < M} which coverS M. 

6. Robert Geroch, "Limits of Spacetimes, .. Commu nications in Mathematical Physics 13 
(1969), 180-193. 

7. See John Earman, "Laplacian Determinism in Classical Physics" (to appear) and 
Robert Ceroch's paper in this volume. 

8. Robert Ceroch, '"Domain of Dependence," journal of Mathematical Physics LI (1970)' 
437-449. (A somewhat different but equivalent definition of global hyperbolicity is used.) 

9. There is a problem of how to define observational indistinguishability in a nontempor
ally o rientable space-time (the definition given presupposed temporal orientation). But 
under any plausible candidate. M and M ' in the example would come out observationally 
indistinguishable. One could associate with every inextendible timelike curve u all the 
points that are connected with some point on the curve by another timelike curve. (In a 
temporally oriented space-time this would be the union 1•[u] u1- [ul.) Even these sets in M 
and M ' would find isometric counterparts in the other. 

10. A space-t ime is stably causal if there are no closed causal curves autl if there are no 
closed causal curves with respect to any me tric close to the original. (This c;;m be rmult· 
precise by putting an appropriate topology on the set of all metrics on the spacc· tinw 
manifold. ) Note that in the space-time M of the following example the slightest ffatt cnins;t of' 
the light cones would allow timelike curves to scoot around the barriers. The e <rnivalcncc· is 
proven in S. W . Hawking, "The Existence of Cosmic Time Functions." Pnu;eedh1#,S oftlw 
Royal Society A, 308 (1968), 433-435. 
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~~~~ROBERTGEROCH~~~~ 

Predictiun in General Relativity 

1. Introduction 

There are at least two contexts within which one might place a discus
sion of the possibilities for making predictions in physics. In the first, one 
is concerned only with the actual physical world: one imagines that he has 
somehow learned what some physical system is like now, and one wishes 
to determine what that system will be like in the future. In the second, 
one is concerned only with the internal structure of some particular phys
k-al theory: one wishes to state and prove, within the mathematical for-
1nalism of the theory, theorems that can be interpreted physically in 
terms of possibilities for making predictions. 

Of the two, the second context certainly seems to be the simpler and 
the more direct. Indeed, it is perhaps not even elem· what the first context 
111eans. One's only guide in making a prediction in the physical world is 
one's past experiences in the relationship between the present and the 
future. But it is precisely the collection of these expe1i ences, sys
tematized and formalized, which makes up what is called a physical 
theory. That is to say, one seems to be led naturally from the first context to 
1l1c second. One would perhaps even be tempted to conclude that the two 
«ontexts are essentially the same thing, were it not for the fact that it 
st·cms never to be the case in practice that one's past experiences lead in 
a11y sense uniquely to a physical theory; one must, at some point, make a 
.. hoke from among several competing theories in order to discuss predic-
1 ion. Thus one might divide a discussion of prediction in physics into two 
pa1·ts: (1) the choice of a physical theory and (2) the establishment and 
i111t·t1>retation of certain theorems within the mathematical formalism of 
1l1al theory. 

Consider, as an example , Newtonian mechanics. Suppose that we wish 
lo describe within this theory our solar system, which we idealize as 

NUTY.: S11p1>orl1•d 111 purl hy tlw Nutio1wl Sdt•nc·t• Fouucl:1tion, Conlrat'I No. C P-34721Xl , 
111111 l.y llw Sllllm Fot11ulutiu11. 
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